2018 Shippensburg Groundhog Longrange Match
There are some changes for the 2018 year for the Long Range Groundhog match. Those changes
are listed below.
1. Factory class- This is any factory gun that the Action, barrel, and trigger are identifiable
as factory. NEW FOR 2018 STOCKS MAY BE AFTERMARKET. No barrel
diameter restrictions or weight restrictions. No scope restrictions.
2. Custom class- This is any gun that does not qualify for the factory class.
Shots will be from the bench at targets located at 540 yards and 800 yards. You will have
10 minutes to shoot 10 shots for score at each distance. You are allowed unlimited
sighters within the 10 minute time frame you are given to shoot.
$10 per gun entry fee
Prizes will be given out at the end of the year.
There will not be a payout at each match.
MUST SHOOT 2 MATCHES TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR PAYOUT.
What does this mean? Well it means if you only show up 1 match and shoot the best
score and group you will not be eligible for payout unless you shoot another match.
Prizes will be as follows:
Factory Highest score- This is not a total of the scores you shoot but the highest score
you shoot in any given match.
Custom Highest score- This is not a total of the scores you shoot but the highest score
you shoot in any given match.
Factory Smallest group at 800- Each group will at 800 will be measured and
documented. The winner will be determined by the smallest group
Custom Smallest group at 800- Each group will at 800 will be measured and
documented. The winner will be determined by the smallest group

End of the year payout will only consist of the results of the first 6 matches and will not
include the results of October 27th match. Winners of the October 27th match will be paid
out from the entry fees for that day.

